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France - Champagne

Domaine Henri Giraud         
Ay
Henri Giraud is one of the most exciting and pioneering Champagne houses today. Based in Äy, the property’s story begins in the 
early 17th century, when the Hémart family settled in the region. The vineyards were destroyed by phylloxera, but re-established by 
Léon Giraud – who married into the family at the beginning of the 20th century, and grafted new cuttings onto American rootstocks. 
The property has stayed in the family ever since.

Henri Giraud has 35 parcels of vines, all of which are Grand Cru – mainly Pinot Noir with a little Chardonnay. Sébastien Le Golvet is 
in charge in the cellar. All the base wines are fermented in oak, sourced locally from the Argonne forest. The team also uses concrete 
and terracotta for fermentation, with stainless steel tanks banished from the winery in 2016. Beyond this, the winemaking is as 
hands-off as possible, with minimal intervention and sulphur additions.

Total production is low, at around 250,000 bottles a year, which goes someway to explaining why the house flies under the radar. 
Indeed, Robert Parker described Henri Giraud as “the greatest Champagne you’ve never heard of ”.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Esprit Brut Nature NV 75cl £37.16

S Craie Blanc de Blancs NV 75cl £56.44

S Hommage Au Pinot Noir NV 75cl £62.92

S Dame Jane Rose NV 75cl £71.99

S MV16 Fut De Chene NV 75cl £142.79

S Argonne 2013 75cl £392.00

D Ratafia Solera NV 50cl £37.76
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Duménil        

Duménil is an independent Champagne House founded in 1874 by Emile-Paul Duménil and has remained in the family for five 
generations. Today Frédérique, his great granddaughter and her husband Hugues Poret are in charge of the Domaine. 

Both passionate about vineyard and wine, they craft their champagnes with the highest respect for their land nestled in the heart of 
the Montagne de Reims. All vineyards are Premier Cru Classé, spread across villages Chigny-les-Roses, Rilly la Montagne, Ludes 
and Sacy.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Reserve 22 1er Cru Brut NV 75cl £27.36

S Millesime 1er Cru Brut 2013 75cl £34.71

S Prestige Les Pecherines Vieilles Vignes 1er Cru Brut NV 75cl £35.55

S Amour de Cuvee Blanc De Noirs 1er Cru Brut NV 75cl £39.69

S Rose Vieilles Vignes 1er Cru Brut NV 75cl £30.13



France - Bordeaux

Château La Croix De Grezard        
Lussac-Saint-Emilion
Owned and managed for several years by Englishman Bill Boulter Château La Croix de Grézard is a boutique estate of just nine 
hectares of vines in the Lussac St-Emilion appellation. Here, year after year, he makes excellent, understated wines which fully 
represent the elegance of right bank Bordeaux. Very definitely an operation that flies under the radar in terms of self promotion they 
like to leave their wines to do the talking.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Chateau La Croix de Grezard 2016 37.5cl £6.35

R Chateau La Croix de Grezard 2018 75cl £12.61

R Chateau La Croix de Grezard 2016 150cl £29.20

Château La Tour De By        
Medoc
La Tour de By is a family estate of 94 hectares, founded in 1599. The first part of the name refers to the large tower on the property, 
the de By from the location of their vines - the de By sector in the Medoc. The Pages family, fronted by Marc Pages, bought the estate 
in 1965.
Since the 1980s, La Tour de By has minimised the use of chemicals and practices ecological methods to manage diseases and parasites.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Chateau La Tour De By 2016 75cl £18.79

R Chateau La Tour De By 2016 150cl £39.00
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Château Daugay        
Saint-Emilion
Château Daugay is located at the foot of the southern and southwestern part of the Saint-Emilion. The estate takes its name from 
geai, meaning “jay” that congregated on the hills and slopes that now bear this name. The inimitable strident cry of these birds with 
multi-coloured plumage warns their family that intruders have come into the forest.

The domaine was acquired by Christian de Brouard after the Second World War when it became part of Angelus. However in 1985, 
with the new Saint-Emilion classification, Daugay separated from Angélus and in 2006 passed into the hands of Christian’s daughter, 
Hélène who now manages the estate. She applies the same winemaking methods used by her family for generations.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Chateau Daugay 2019 75cl £27.64

Château La Galiane        
Margaux
Château La Galiane is a family-run property in the Margaux commune of Soussans. The estate’s 5 hectares are planted with 50% 
Merlot, 45% Cabernet Sauvignon, and 5% Petit Verdot. The vines are over 50 years old, among the oldest in the appellation, and 
some plants are over 100 years old. The high proportion of Merlot is unusual in the Médoc and it contributes to the warm, rich 
style of Château La Galiane.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Chateau La Galiane Margaux 2014 75cl £28.79



Château Reynier        
Entre-Deux-Mers
Located in the Entre-Deux-Mers appellation Château Reynier dates back to the 15th century. Today, this small family winery is in 
the capable hands of Marc Lurton, an international wine consultant and the descendant of a great Bordeaux wine-growing family, 
and his wife Agnès. Composed of 99 acres of vines planted on clay and limestone slopes,

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Chateau Reynier Blanc 2021 37.5cl £6.64

W Chateau Reynier Blanc 2021 75cl £9.59

R Chateau Reynier Rouge 2019 37.5cl £6.64

R Chateau Reynier Rouge 2018 75cl £9.59

France - Bordeaux
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Château George 7        
Fronsac
George 7 is a brand-new boutique Château in Fronsac, the lesser-known right bank appellation neighbouring Pomerol and St. 
Emilion. Merlot flourishes here on clay over limestone plateau, and wines of Fronsac share similar characteristics with its illustrious 
neighbours. Owner, Sally Evans has lived and worked in France for the last 25 years, and in 2015 she purchased a dilapidated 
property with three hectares of 35-year-old Merlot vines, building a new winery and tasting facility. 

The experts guiding the estate are Anthony Appollot and Bruno Lacoste (who started his career with Michel Rolland), they also 
consult for several very well-known left and right bank Châteaux. Committed to sustainability, Château George 7 has shifted from 
traditional farming to an holistic approach and has the highest level of High Environmental Value certification.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Chateau George 7 Blanc 2021 75cl £19.72

R Prince de George 7 2019 75cl £17.55

R Chateau George 7 2018 75cl £23.68

Château du Moulin Rouge        
Haut-Medoc
This estate has been passed down through 13 generations of the same family and it would be an understatement to say that they were 
passionate about it. It has a great position just south of Saint-Julien-Beychevelle, they use plenty of new oak and everything is worked 
by hand. 

A favourite of Robert Parker, who in his book ‘Bordeaux’ describes it as: “... somewhat reminiscent of such wines as Hortevie 
and Terrey-Gros-Caillou. Of course, du Moulin Rouge is significantly less expensive since it is entitled only to the Haut-Médoc 
appellation”. Elevated to Crus Bourgeois Supérieur in 2020.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Chateau du Moulin Rouge 2016 75cl £14.53



France - Burgundy

Domaine Pascal Prunier Bonheur       
Cote De Beaune
Being the fifth generation of winegrowers in the family, Pascal Prunier took over his father’s estate in the 1980s. Today Domaine 
Pascal Prunier-Bonheur bears the name of both Pascal and his wife, Christine Bonheur. The estate spreads over 8 ha across Saint-
Romain towards Auxey-Duresses, Monthelie, Meursault and Pommard. Combining tradition and modernity their wines are known 
for their elegance and reasonable prices, something that can be difficult to find in Burgundy.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Auxey Duresses Blanc Villages Les Crais 2020 75cl £25.12

W St Romain Le Combe Bazin 2020 75cl £25.31

W Beaune Clos St Desirees 2019 75cl £28.40

W Auxey Duresses Blanc Vielles Vignes 2020 75cl £29.33

W Meursault Vielles Vignes 2019 75cl £41.93

R Auxey Duresses Villages Rouge 2019 75cl £23.47

R Auxey Duresses Rouge 1er Cru Les Duresses 2019 75cl £28.40

R Monthelie 1er Cru Les Vignes Rondes 2019 75cl £28.40
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Maison Jaffelin       
Beaune
Founded in 1816, the maison Jaffelin house is the smallest of the great houses of Burgundy. The house Jaffelin vinifies and ages 
his wines in the historic center of Beaune in the prestigious cellars of the Chapter of Our Lady of the twelfth century, maintaining 
traditional methods. 

The Maison is one of the few that presses its grapes in a vertical wine-press; a rare, traditional technique using handmade vats.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Cremant De Bourgogne NV 75cl £13.73

W Chardonnay Vin De France 2021 75cl £9.27

W Bourgogne Chardonnay 2021 75cl £18.76

W Montagny 1er Cru 2020 75cl £23.19

W Rully Blanc 2021 75cl £23.72

R Pinot Noir Vin De France 2021 75cl £9.27

R Nuit St Georges 2019 75cl £36.25



France - Burgundy

Regis Bouvier     
Cote De Nuits
Bernard Bouvier took over the vines of his brother Regis in 2019 and now produces these wines along with those of Domaine Rene 
Bouvier (30 hectares), where he has been winemaker since 1992. His main focus is on Marsannay, an underrated appellation in the 
most northern part of the Côtes de Nuits. 

Bernard follows organic principles and gives great attention to details. Grapes are tasted on the vine to obtain perfect ripeness, 
handpicked and sorted on receipt at the winery. Very little extraction is done during the maceration so that balance and vibrancy 
are gently encouraged. As a results, his reds have silky and delicate tannins and the whites are full of verve and retain the freshness 
of the fruit.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Bourgogne Blanc 2020 75cl £19.24

W Marsannay Villes Vignes Blanc 2018 75cl £23.87

R Marsannay Villes Vignes Rouge 2020 75cl £26.09

Domaine Digioia Royer     
Chambolle-Musigny
Founded in the 1930s by Victor Moretti, Domaine Digioia Royer is located in Chambolle-Musigny. The domaine spreads over 
less than five hectares including parcels in Chambolle Fremieres and 1er Cru Gruenchers and Groseilles. Michel Digiola, 3rd 
generation, took over the estate in 1999. 

Following sustainable practices, he avoids the use of chemicals as much as possible and farms his vines at low yields. All wines are 
matured in oak barrel for six to 18 months. They are beautifully aromatic showing texture and purity of fruit.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Bourgogne Rouge 2020 75cl £17.13

R Bourgogne Hautes Cotes De Nuits 2020 75cl £17.81

R Savigny Les Beaune Dessus Les Vermots 2019 75cl £26.73

R Chambolle Musigny Villages 2020 75cl £46.00

Domaine Seve       
Solutre, Maconnais
Domaine Sève is a small but impeccable family property that lies on the steep slopes overlooking Solutre, one of the finest of all the 
Macon Villages and the very core of the appellation. 

Sylvie and Jean Pierre Seve, the current generation, use oak carefully not to create oaky flavours but to allow an exchange between 
oxygen and the developing wine, with spectacular results. It was Pouilly Fuisse such as this that gained the commune world wide 
acclaim originally.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Macon Solutre 2021 75cl £13.32

W Pouilly Fuisse Terroir 2021 75cl £18.73

W Pouilly Fuisse 1er Cru Aux Chailloux 2020 150cl £49.59
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Château De La Tour Penet     
Macon-Perrone
This historic property once belonged to the 19th Century politician and poet Lamartine. Current custodians are the Ferret family, 
headed by Guy Ferret, who work the 14ha of calcareous vineyard.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Macon Perrone 2021 75cl £15.17

Domaine d’Elise     
Chablis
Frederic Prain is incredibly passionate about his vines and winemaking. He is an engineer by profession which probably came in 
useful when in the early 1980’s he took over Domaine d’Elise in Chablis. This fascinating pocket size Domaine, which lies at Milly 
just above the Premier Cru vineyards of the Côte de Léchet, is split almost equally between Petit Chablis and Chablis although both 
parts share much of the same ‘terroir’.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Petit Chablis 2021 75cl £14.65

W Chablis 2021 75cl £16.04

Domaine Christophe Camu    
Chablis
Domaine Christophe Camu is a family estate in its 7th generation. 15 hectares of vines cover the four appellations Petit Chablis, 
Chablis, Chablis Premier Cru and Chablis Grand Cru. Christophe and son, Dylan ferment all their wines at cool temperatures 
using natural yeasts. The resulting wines are pure, crisp and mineral with some mid pallet weight – if you’re looking for utterly 
classic Chablis then look no further.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Chablis 2022 75cl £15.55

W Chablis Villes Vignes 2021 75cl £16.03

W Chablis 1er Cru Montmain 2020 75cl £22.21

France - Burgundy
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France - Rhone

Château des Roques     
Vacqueyras
Château des Roques lies on the rocky plateau of ‘Des Roques’, a hamlet on the outskirts of Vacqueyras. Owned and run by the 
Seroul family since 1997, the estate is managed traditionally using natural fertilizers, tailored treatments and harvest is done by 
hand. Eclipsed to some extent by the wines from its more illustrious neighbours, Gigondas and Chateauneuf, Vacqueyras has 
plenty to offer and deserves to be much better known.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Vacqueyras Blanc 2019 75cl £16.19

R Vacqueyras 2020 75cl £15.49



France - Rhone

De Boel     
Lemps
New kids on the block, Nelly France and Arnaud de Boelly are freshly installed in the Rhône Valley. Although they have been 
working for other wineries in the area since 2011. The idea of starting their own winery only become a reality with the 2016 
vintage. 

Their winery is located in Lemps, in the northern Rhône, between Lyon and Avignon and they have vineyards in Saint Joseph, 
Cornas, Collines Rhodaniennes, Côtes du Rhône Villages Massif d’Uchaux and Sainte Cécile, as well as in Côtes du Rhône. 
Working organically, with no chemical input of any sort in their vines, the plan is to convert to biodynamic little by little.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

Ros Je Vous Adore Rose Vaucluse 2021 75cl £12.96

R Le Gras C’est La Vie 2021 75cl £12.96

R Cotes Du Rhone Assieges 2021 75cl £14.05

R Cotes Du Rhone Aleph Rouge Massif D’Uchax 2021 75cl £17.77

R St Joseph Rue Des Pouiles 2021 75cl £28.20

Domaine Des Carabiniers     
Lirac
The domaine has been within the Leperchois family for many generations with the current generation practicing organic viticulture 
since 1997. In 1920 the family developed the old stable walls into a cellar in which the horse emblem for the wines was founded. 

Their 40 hectares of vineyards can be found on the right bank of the Rhône river, taking advantage of the sun exposure and 
drainage from the sandy and stony soils. Biodynamic practices, strictly no oak, and a passion for winemaking allow Domaine des 
Carabiniers to produce some of the best wines of the region. Certified ‘Demeter’ biodynamic.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Lirac Blanc Lunar Apoge 2022 75cl £15.64

Ros Tavel Rose Lunar Apoge 2022 75cl £14.15

R Cotes Du Rhone Lunar Apoge 2021 75cl £11.12
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M. Chapoutier     

With roots dating back to 1808, M. Chapoutier is one of the oldest companies in the Rhône Valley. Yet, its world renown and the 
quality of wine can truly be accredited to the arrival of Michel Chapoutier in 1990. His willingness to change the set way, thirst for 
knowledge and open-mindedness, together with his drive to seek, discover and reflect the full potential of our terroirs, letting the 
soils express their true character, has put our wines firmly on the wine world map. This philosophy is what gives our wines their 
signature style, forms the basis of the M. Chapoutier ethos and drives our team to reveal the very best of what the soils have to offer.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Bila-Haut Blanc Cotes Du Roussillion 2021 75cl £9.92

R Bila-Haut Rouge Coutes Du Roussillion 2021 75cl £9.92

D Banyuls Vin Doux Naturel 2021 50cl £14.72



France - Loire

Domaine De Chasseignes     
Sancerre
The Domaine des Chasseignes is a family domaine. Since 2011 Aurore Dezat has been at its head. Before her, Denis, her father, 
and Claude Dezat, her uncle, had taken over the work begun by her grandfather, Marcel Dezat. Today Aurore Dezat continues the 
family tradition, but has added her own personal touch.

The Domaine des Chasseignes is made up of 9 hectares, producing Sauvignon Blanc (8ha) and Pinot Noir (1ha). The parcels of land 
are situated in the commune of Sury-en-Vaux, where they are based on three typical terroirs of Sancerre: limestone, pebbles and 
flint.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Sancerre 2022 75cl £18.92

Domaine Gobin Freres     
Maisdon-sur-Sevre
Christophe and Cedric Gobin now grow 58 hectares of vines situated in the village of Maisdon-sur-Sèvre, bordered by the Sèvre 
river and the Maine river with its hilly region.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Perles De L’Angelier (Muscadet) NV 75cl £12.92

Domaine Berthier     
Maisdon-sur-Sevre, Coteaux du Giennois
Jean-Marie Berthier, a highly skilled wine producer from Loire valley, created this estate in the early 1980’s. Today, his two sons 
Clément and Florian have taken over the domaine to produce a distinctive range of wines, covering a variety of styles and Loire 
appellations as the estate has expanded.  

Having previously worked in Burgundy, New Zealand and the USA, Clément and Florian brought a modern approach; looking 
to produce clean, precise wines which display a distinct sense of their origins. In 1998 the Berthier family purchased the 
Montbenoit estate in Côteaux du Giennois. Côteaux du Giennois is a tiny 191 hectare region and only a recent appellation, 
despite archaeological evidence of winegrowing from the 2nd century in the area. 

The wines from here can offer a great value and a more fruit-driven alternative to their famous neighbours of Sancerre and Pouilly.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Terre De Silex Coteaux Du Giennois 2021 75cl £18.85

W Sancerre 2022 75cl £20.36
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Domaine de Pallus     
Chinon
Domaine de Pallus is located in the prestigious Chinon appellation, owing 12 hectares of vineyards located on the hillside and 
considered as grand cru. Cravant les Coteaux offers perfect conditions for growing Cabernet Franc, and biodynamic principles of 
viticulture are extensively used here. Domaine de Pallus wines reflect both the unique terroir and the contemporary style of the 
estate.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Chinon Rouge 2020 75cl £14.72

R Chinon Pensees de Pallus 2017 75cl £20.60



France - Alsace

Jean Becker     
Zellenberg
The Becker family’s winemaking legacy dates back to 1610 in Zellenberg, with the estate now in the hands of the 13th generation. 
The wines produced are of the highest standard, with vineyard holdings across five Grand Cru areas. Since 1999 production has 
been certified organic, reinforcing their attention to detail and respect for their unique terroir.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Gewurtztraminer AB 2019 75cl £15.21

W Riesling AB 2017 75cl £12.51

O Skin Contact Gewurtztraminer 2022 75cl £18.49

R F De Zellenberg Pinot Noir Nature 2019 75cl £22.23
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Domaine Amelie & Charles Sparr     
Wettolsheim
Amélie and Charles Sparr are Alsatian through and through; both come from winegrowing families. The Sparr family has been in 
the region since 1634, making Charles the 12th generation. Charles always knew that he wanted to be a winemaker and when he 
was 16 years-old, he saved up his money and bought his first vineyard. In 2010, Charles bought more vineyards from his family. 
Immediately, he converted everything to organic agriculture and in 2013, Charles, with his wife Amélie, launched their eponymous 
winery. They now own eighteen hectares coming from both sides of the family, in the heart of southern Alsace where the best 
vineyards are located. 

In the cellar, they work with whole clusters and use a slow and gentle press, which lasts about twelve hours. They leave the juice to 
settle for two days before racking. Fermentations happen spontaneously and normally last for three weeks, although it varies year to 
year and from one variety to the next. The wines stay on the fine lees for eight to ten months. No sulfur is used until bottling and so 
all wines go through malolactic fermentation. Their Rieslings are made in stainless steel and everything else is fermented and aged 
in oak barrels (225L and 600L). All of the barrels are made by Stockinger in Austria, which the couple prefers because they find that 
the impact is not too oaky.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Cremant de Alsace 2020 75cl £12.63

W Pinot Blanc Pensee 2020 75cl £12.68

W Pinot Gris Sensation 2018 75cl £14.83

W Riesling Sentiment 2020 75cl £14.83

W Gewurtztraminer Intuition 2018 75cl £15.72

W Riesling Grand Cru Schoenenbourg 2017 75cl £30.22

W Riesling Grand Cru Brand 2019 75cl £30.22

R Pinot Noir Jardin D’Eden 2018 75cl £23.48



France - Provence

Chateau la Mascaronne    
Le Luc
Chateau la Mascaronne is located in rolling hills just outside the Medieval village of Le Luc. It lies half way between the Provencal 
towns of Brignoles and Fréjus, with St Tropez to the south-east and Chateau Miraval close by.

Mascaronne has, if anything, even better terroir, tough and rocky and dramatically difficult to cultivate. The winemaker Laurence 
Berlemont is particularly keen on indigenous varietals for the white and rosés ( with Grenache, Cinsault and Rolle to the fore) but 
broadens the perspective a little for the reds, which are here dominated by Cabernet Sauvignon, Mourvèdre, Syrah and Grenache. 
The local geological profile is dominated by rock (and Rolle), much of which has been painstakingly excavated to plant the vines; 
the average altitude is around 300 metres. All of the fruit is domaine-sourced and estate-bottled. The wines are organic, limited in 
production and uniformly excellent.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Fazioli Cotes De Provence Rouge 2018 75cl £23.80

Ros Quat’Saisons Cotes De Provence Rosé 2021 75cl £17.49

Ros Quat’Saisons Cotes De Provence Rosé 2021 150cl £46.33

Ros Quat’Saisons Cotes De Provence Rosé 2021 300cl £102.31
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St Sidoine     
St Sidoine specialises in fine, focused Provence rosés with an emphasis on delicate, elegant fruit and minerality. The cooperative is 
well established using modern vinification techniques. 

The soils here are poor and stony so that the yields are quite low, but the climate helps. Monsieur Camous, the president of the co-
operative, explains, “... because each afternoon we have the wind from the sea which refreshes the atmosphere, the heat is less... the 
vines have less stress and the wines have a better equilibrium.”

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

Ros St Sidoine Rosé 2022 75cl £10.84

Ros St Sidoine Rosé 2020 150cl £22.33

Domaine Du Dragon     
Domaine du Dragon is a family owned winery nestled in the forested hills just west of Saint-Tropez, in the south-eastern Provence 
region of Draguignan. The latter takes its name from folklore of resident bishop, Saint Hermentaire slaying a dragon and saving the 
townspeople. 

The estate spreads over 24 hectares of south-facing terraced vineyards on enviable terroir across the hills. The soils are unusually 
rich in clay-limestone which, combined with the higher altitudes and gentle breezes that brings, lend energy and character to the 
wines. Many of the vines were replanted in the 1990s, while the cellars were modernised at the same time. The Domaine is in its 
third year of conversion to being fully organic.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

Ros Tresor du Dragon 2021 75cl £15.88



Domaine Pichard    
Madiran
Domaine Pichard is located near Pau in the commune of Soublecause in the hautes-Pyrenees department. 

Today, the domain encompasses 12 ha on one unique south-facing block split in seven distinct plots around the main building, 
of which 11 ha are planted with black varieties and 1ha of one white grape. All wines are certified organic and are produced with 

minimum intervention. 

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Parcherenc 2019 75cl £10.00

R Cuvee Aimee 2010 75cl £12.00

R Signature Madiran 2016 75cl £10.79

D Pacheranc Doux 2016 75cl £10.00

Chemin De La Serre   
Languedoc
Founded in 1999 by Alain Grignon, this dynamic company works with local producers and uses modern winemaking techniques 
to produce seriously delicious wines. Under the vigilant eye of MD Xavier Roger and sales director Cédric Duquenoy, LGI has 
successfully maintained the organisation’s excellent quality-to-price ratio over the years.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Marsanne Viognier 2022 75cl £7.75

R Carignan Vielles Vignes 2022 75cl £7.57

France - Regional
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Belardent   

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Picpoul de Pinet 2022 75cl £9.27

Clos Des Nines   
Languedoc
In 2002 Isabelle Mongeart decided to make a lifestyle change and take up a completely different career as a vigneronne. She and 
her husband Christian Marbler had fallen under the spell of the rather magical place that is le Clos des Nines, a little property of 
around 10 hectares of existing vines and olive trees, which they named after their three daughters (‘nines’ in the old ‘langue d’Oc’).

There are clay-limestone slopes with scattered oyster fossils, and two parcels on red stony soils. The youngest vines were planted in 
2008 whilst the Carignan and Alicante are over 80 years old. Yields are naturally low, from 30 to 40 hectolitres/hectare.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Obladie 2021 75cl £17.16

R Cinso Loco 2021 75cl £15.41

R Le Mour 2020 75cl £15.76

R l’Oree 2020 75cl £16.47

R O du Clos 2019 75cl £24.09



France - Regional
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Grandiose    
Languedoc
‘Grandiose’ is the name for the series of top quality varietals that are selected and produced under the watchful eye of a group of 
growers in the South of France. 

Their Sauvignon comes from the Gascony region to the west of Toulouse. At harvest time, two pickings are made, the early one 
gives freshness and the grassy aromas and the second, which is made when the grapes are more developed, adds the richer flavours 
and the smooth texture.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Sauvignon Blanc 2022 75cl £7.67

R Merlot 2022 75cl £7.52

Marius    
Languedoc
As Marius, Michel Chapoutier’s great-grandfather, always said ‘A good wine is one that beckons us to take another sip’. These wines 
carry this message and reflect the warmth of the southern France terroirs in which they are rooted. The pleasure of a man who 
loves to share. An expert knowledge of the Rhône Valley varietals, the secrets of which Michel Chapoutier seeks to reveal.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Vermentino 2022 75cl £8.29

R Syrah/Grenache 2022 75cl £8.29

Ros Rose 2022 75cl £8.29

Boris Kovac    
Languedoc
Boris Kovac is a Serbian born fourth generation winemaker who traveled to France more than twenty years ago. Boris is in high 
demand as a contract winemaker in the region which is a testament to his winemaking skills. However it is his own small batch 
wines that interest us the most.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Les Bubbles Blanquette De Limoux Demi Sec NV 75cl £12.11

W Vallee des Aigles Limoux Chardonnay 2020 75cl £15.23

R Vallee des Aigles Limoux Rouge 2016 75cl £14.49

Le Champ des Murailles    
Corbières
With no fewer than 40 plots scattered between scrubland and hills on calcareous soils, clay and gravel, the vines of Le Champ de 
Murailles are some of the oldest in the region comprised of 60% Carignan, 30% Grenache and 10% Syrah, Cinsault and Mourvèdre. 
Situated in the heart of Boutenac the Borie family are leaders in sustainability, currently in organic conversion and are rightly 
proud to farm in the only sub region of Corbieres with ‘Cru status’.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W La Petite Muraille Corbieres Blanc 2019 75cl £10.69

R La Petite Muraille Corbieres Rouge 2020 75cl £10.69



Chateau De La Terriere    
Beaujolais
The Château de la Terrière has stood in Cercié since the 14th century, in the heart of the Beaujolais region. It is one of the oldest 
estates in the region. After belonging to successive generations of lords, Château de la Terrière was bought in 2003 and important 
works have been done in the cellars and in the vineyards. 

Facing the Mont Brouilly, the castle and the vines of the estate spread southwards over the rolling sandy-granite hills of Beaujolais. 
With land predominately in Brouilly and Regnié, the estate also manages small parcels throughout the Beaujolais Villages region, 
including Fleurie and Moulin-a-Vent. 28 hectacres are planted to Gamay Noir and Pinot Noir.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Macon Les Enracines (Domaine Auvigue) 2022 75cl £15.69

R Beaujolais Vin Nature A Butiner 2021 75cl £11.47

R Vin Sauvage A Poil 2020 75cl £13.95

R Bourgogne Pinot Noir 2020 75cl £16.73

France - Regional

Gilvesy Cellars     
Mount St George
Hungarian expat Róbert Gilvesy moved back to his homeland from Canada to establish his winery in 2012 in the Balatoni Borrégió 
region. 

He settled along the shores of Lake Balaton, on Szent György-hegy (Mount Saint George) and now owns 17 ha of organic vineyards 
across volcanic and limestone soils, focusing on Olaszrizling, Furmint, Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc and Kékfrankos. Robert is also a 
founding member of Volcanic Wines of Pannonia (VWP), which aims to raise the quality and profile of the volcanic wines in the 
the Pannon basin.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Pezsago Sparkling Furmint 2019 75cl £20.93

W Varadi Furmint 2019 75cl £18.25

Hungary
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Weingut Reichstrat Von Bhul     
Pfalz
The winery Reichsrat von Buhl has over 150 years of family ownership and belonged just as long to the group of the most 
prestigious wineries in Germany. Since its foundation in 1849, Reichsrat von Buhl has been an embossed terroir, a timeless style, 
which has never been oriented towards fashion, but always to the origin of its grapes.

The winery Reichsrat von Buhl is a certified organic farm with active ambassadors of natural, sustainable viticulture and best 
German wines. Since the year 2013, a new team led by managing director Richard Grosche, technical director Mathieu Kauffmann 
and long-term external manager Werner Sebastian is responsible for the wines.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Bone Dry Riesling 2020 75cl £12.32

W Bone Dry Riesling 2020 150cl £29.20

Ros Bone Dry Spatburgunder Rose 2018 75cl £12.32

Germany

Dr Thanisch Feinherb     
Pfalz
The internationally renowned estate Dr. H. Thanisch Erben Müller-Burgraef is located in the picturesque town of Bernkastel-Kues 
alongside the Mosel River. Here, estate manager Maximilian Ferger cultivates 40 acres of top notch, steep slope Riesling sites. For 
generations the name Thanisch has been synonymous for luxurious white wines from the Mosel. In 2015, the winery invested into 
a state-of-the-art estate building made of heat-insulating concrete which allows optimal storage. 

In the subterranean cellar, temperatures remain perfectly steady. During harvest, the wine gently flows into the respective tanks 
via “Free Flow” from the press hall into the cellar. The building also makes use of natural resources: rainwater is collected in two 
underground cisterns and use for cleaning while the winery’s photovoltaic system generates power.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Riesling 2021 75cl £11.99

W Berncasteler Doctor Kabinett Riesling 2019 75cl £23.15

W Riesling - Alcohol Free 2019 75cl £8.27

Barone di Villagrande    
Etna
The Nicolosi family settled on the slopes of Mount Etna in Sicily in the 18th century. They came as migrants armed with a mandate 
from the church to transform the region from a ‘horrid and uncultivated place to a delicious garden’. The family set about doing 
this, culminating in the 18 hectares of ‘delicious’ vineyards they tend today.

Current custodian of the family’s heritage is Carlo Nicolosi Asmundo, a retired professor of oenology at the University of Catania 
and a key player in the drafting of the regualtions for the Etna DOC in preparation for its ratification in 1968. Together with his 
son Marco, wife Valeria and daughter Carla, he oversees his vineyards and makes his wines with traditional values but modern 
methods, together with a keen commitment to sustainability.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Etna Bianco 2021 75cl £19.40

R Etna Rosso 2020 75cl £19.40

Sicily
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Guerrieri Rizzardi   
Verona
Guerrieri Rizzardi, based around Bardolino and with estates in Bardolino, Valoplicella, Soave and Valdadige, produce estate grown 
fine wines. The relationship between their land, heritage and tradition has, for many years, moulded their philosophy, yet they 
never lose sight of innovation in the quest to produce a better bottle of wine.

Guerrieri Rizzardi make full use of the region’s best native grapes (Corvina, Corvinone, Garganega) but also plant other Italian 
and International grape varieties including Barbera, Sangiovese, Merlot and Chardonnay according to the suitability of the soils. 
Guerrieri Rizzardi believes in producing wines as an expression of the soil and of the grape variety, thus enhancing the unique 
personality and character of each wine. Ultimately, their goal is to produce wines of quality that have fruit purity, structure and are 
true reflections of their vineyards.

A small yield is the cornerstone of their vineyard philosophy and over the years they have reduced to a quantity much lower 
than required by DOC law. In the cellar traditional practices are combined with modern wine-making techniques but with 
the minimum level of intervention. The work done in the vineyard vastly reduces what has to be done in their cellar. In their 
vineyards Guerrieri Rizzardi respect the balance of nature. They use natural compost to fertilize the vines and keep the immediate 
environment in the tradition of natural plant diversity – in today’s language, biodiversity.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

Sp Flor Di Rosa Bardolino Chiaretto Spumante (Rose) NV 75cl £11.88

W Soave Classico 2021 75cl £10.84

W Soave Costeggiola 2021 75cl £12.33

Ros Keya Chiaretto 2021 75cl £11.07

R Bardolino Classico 2021 75cl £10.84

R Pojega Valpolicella Ripasso 2020 75cl £14.87

R Pojega Valpolicella Ripasso 2019 150cl £28.88

R Clos Roareti Merlot 2019 75cl £19.61

R 3 Cru Amarone 2018 75cl £26.55

R Villa Rizzardi Amarone 2016 75cl £34.49

R Calcarole Amarone 2016 75cl £59.32

D Recioto Di Soave 2019 50cl £15.72

Italy- Verona

Trastullo    
Verona
‘Trastullo’ is a character in Commedia dell ‘Arte, an early form of professional theatre which originated in Italy in the 16th Century. 
It also happens to mean something which gives you great enjoyment in an archaic Italian dialect, which we thought was a perfect 
description for these wines.. The wine is made in Verona by a leading Cantina.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Primitivo 2021 75cl £9.88

R Chianti 2020 75cl £9.33
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Botter    
Verona
Family run winery Casa Vinicola Botter was founded in 1928 by Carlo Botter and is now in its third generation.

Their focus is very much on innovation through environmentally friendly policies.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Prosecco Spumante Santi Nello Extra Dry NV 75cl £9.28

S Prosecco Ombre Organic NV 75cl £9.28

S Amori Prosecco NV 20cl £3.28

R Armigero Sangiovese di Romagna Riserva 2018 75cl £7.93

Italy- Verona

Cantine Di Marzo    
Tufo
In 1647 Scipione di Marzo fled his hometown and settled in Tufo where he built his winery. 

In 2009, the di Marzo estate has passed under the control of the di Somma family, direct descendants of the di Marzo, the founders 
of the estate. The goal is to bring it to a level that reflects the four hundred year old tradition of one of Italy’s oldest wineries, the 
first to have ever produced the Greco di Tufo wine. 

The estate owns 23 hectares of Greco and Aglianico vineyards located around Tufo in the villages of Santa Lucia, San Paolo and 
Santa Paolina at an altitude that varies from 250 m to 500 m above sea level. The soil is mostly clay and limestone on gentle slopes 
oriented mostly south west.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Greco Di Tufo 2022 75cl £14.76

W Greco Di Tufo Vigne Laure 2020 75cl £19.40

W Greco Di Tufo Colle Serone 2020 75cl £19.40

W Fiano Di Avellino 2022 75cl £14.76

R Aglianico Irpinia 2019 75cl £14.76

R Taurasi 2017 75cl £29.75

Italy- Campania
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Cantina Bassoli    
Carpi
Producers of premium Lambrusco, Cantina Bassoli have cultivated their vineyards since 1922, in the northwest of Italy where the 
countryside borders the city. The grapes are hand picked and undergo vinification in wooden barrels.

Their passion for wine making has been passed on from father to son. Wines undergo a soft maceration process and double 
fermentation at low temperatures to preserve the freshness of the fruit before ageing in steel. 

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Lambrusco Sorbara Manfreina NV 75cl £11.71

S Lambrusco Grasparossa Ciacaron NV 75cl £11.71

Italy- Emilia-Romanga

Villa Giada   
Canelli
The Azienda Agricola Villa Giada comes from over two centuries of commitment in vineyard management. The historic core of the 
winery, where now their best wines age in barrels, was built in 1790.

Villa Giada Wine Estate is in the heart of the wine-growing area of Piedmont, halfway between the hills of Asti and Alba, where 
Monferrato and Langhe meet.The estate is made up of more than 25 hectares of vineyards grouped around three old farmhouses, 
not far from each other.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Barbera D’Asti La Quercia 2018 75cl £17.88

D Moscato D’Asti Suri 2022 75cl £12.31

Italy- Piedmont
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La Zerba  
Gavi
La Zerba is a 12ha family-run winery that has been in operation since 1973. They hand-harvest their organically-grown grapes, 
working almost exclusively with Cortese to make wines that reflect different expressions of the Gavi DOCG del Comune di 
Tassarolo.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Gavi DOCG Organic 2022 75cl £11.91
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Celestino Pecci  
Montalcino
Celestino Pecci in Montalcino takes its name from its proprietor, who was born near the property. Although his parents wanted 
him to study for an office job in the city, he preferred working the land. In 1968 the young Celestino Pecci acquired nearly 100 acres 
with two old farmhouses and devoted himself to growing grapes and making wine.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Brunello Di Montalcino 2015 75cl £44.80

Italy- Tuscany

Nardi  
Chianti
Located in the cooler climate of Castellina, in the south-west of Chianti Classico , Nardi Viticoltori is family run and one of the 
youngest wineries in the region. Following re-planting of the vineyards in 1999, brothers Giacomo and Angelo Nardi took over the 
estate from their father in 2012.  In homage to their great, great grandfather ‘Bachheri’ they decided to produce and bottle a range 
of estate grown wines. Today they produce approximately 28,000 bts per annum (half their production) and sell the remaining 
grapes to prestigious Tuscan estates, including Antinori. The vineyards benefit from a southeast exposition and are spread over 10 
ha of clay rich soils. Yields are kept low to produce grapes with great concentration of fruit and the winery is in the middle of the 
vineyards, so the grapes are pressed with no delay retaining freshness and purity of fruit.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Baccheri IGT Toscana 2019 75cl £11.91

R Chianti Classico 2020 75cl £14.83

R Chianti Classico Riserva 2018 75cl £20.93

Azienda Agricola Pelassa 

Located in Montà d’Alba, in the chalky Roero hills of Piedmont, the Pelassa family owns 12 hectares of vineyards focusing on the 
grapes best suited for the land: Nebbiolo, Barbera and Arneis. 

The present winery was created in 1960 by the late Mario Pelassa, who has been in the wine business for over 50 years. Today, his 
sons, Davide and Daniele, continue with the family tradition, expanding their winery into new markets. Pelassa adheres mainly to 
traditional methods of vinification, but has integrated modern techniques through the introduction of state-of-the-art equipment.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Roero Arneis San Vito 2021 75cl £12.83

R Langhe Corte Enrichetta 2020 75cl £12.11

R Barbera D’Alba Superiore San Pancrazio 2020 75cl £14.00

R Barolo 2018 75cl £26.39

R Barolo San Lorenzo Di Verduno 2014 75cl £37.01

Italy- Piedmont



Enrico Marcato Wines  
Enrico Marcato entered the world of wine after finishing his studies at the University /of Milan. He has gained very valuable 
experience working in California and Australia /and headed up a project to renovate a winery in Kazakhstan.Throughout many 
different projects and challenges, Enrico’s focus has remained on his family wine and the desire to /share it with the world.

I Prandi wines are produced from grapes grown close to Verona and La Giareta from Vicenza. The Origini range was produced to 
show native grapes with their unique characteristics but in an entry level range to suit restaurant lists and /consumers.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Origini Grillo 2022 75cl £8.01

R Origini Nero D’Avalo 2022 75cl £8.12

R Montepulciano D’Abruzzo 2021 75cl £7.96

S IPrandi Lessini Durello Brut NV 75cl £10.43

W IPrandi Soave 2022 75cl £10.36

R IPrandi Pinot Noir 2018 75cl £10.43

Italy- Regional
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Tenuta Agricola Montauto  
Maremma
The Maremma is often referred to as the ‘Wild West’, both in terms of its landscapes and its winemaking. While in Northern 
Tuscany, the Etruscans were making wine thousands of years before, the Maremma used to be a wild, swampy backwater and 
viticulture was only introduced to the region in the 19th century. Riccardo Lepri’s family has produced artisan wines for nearly 
sixty years at the Montauto estate, nestled 200 metres above sea level on a clay rich soil. The vineyards benefit from a cooling sea 
breeze and large diurnal temperature. This unique microclimate coupled with Riccardo’s practices of minimum intervention, hand 
harvesting and use of natural fertilizers help produce wines that are clean, fresh and mineral, showcasing his unique terroir with 
balance and elegance.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Sangiovese Metodo Classico Brut NV 75cl £20.08

W Vermentino 2022 75cl £11.97

W Gessaia Sauvignon Blanc 2022 75cl £13.64

Ros Staccione Rosato 2022 75cl £13.64

R Silio’ Ciliegiolo 2020 75cl £13.64

R Pinot Nero 2018 75cl £20.59

Italy- Tuscany



Spain - Rias Baixas

Adegas Pombal a Lanzada 

Adegas Pombal a Lanzada is a small family owned and operated winery drawing from two hectares of vines from some of the 
finest terroirs of Rías Baixas. The name derives from a long stretch of beach, which the winery overlooks called ‘La Playa Lanzada’. 
The family has been growing grapes and producing wine from their vines for generations, they have only recently made the wine 
commercially available to the general public. 

All of the vines are cultivated organically and hand harvested before undertaking fermentation in stainless steel tanks using 
indigenous yeasts. Malolactic fermentation is prevented from taking place in order to preserve the purity of fruit, with six months 
ageing on the lees to provide extra depth and complexity.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Mytilus Albarino 2022 75cl £13.15

Bodegas Aizpurua 
Getaria
Bodegas Aizpurua is a small, family-owned and operated winery in the Txakoli de Getaria DO of Spain. Situated in the verdant 
and high mountain slopes of Meagas along the famous El Camino de Santiago, only up the slopes from the north coast of Spain, 
the family has been growing grapes and making their wines for several generations (since 1834). 

Just 14 hectares of sustainably-farmed vines (ranging from 7 years, to well over 50 years old) that are overhead trained to encourage 
air to flow under the grape clusters, produce the estate’s 120,000 bottles annually, maintaining the traditional practices of the 
surrounding wine region to obtain their classic Txakoli.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Txakoli 2020 75cl £12.08

Spain - Basque Country

Savia Viva 
Penedes
This thoroughly up to date winery lies just to the south of Barcelona only 10 kilometres from the Mediterranean. Fully organic, this 
estate is blessed with many different types of soil so they can produce wines of diversity and complexity. 

The Cava they make is a fine example: Parellada from the hills gives floral freshness, Macabeu from the middle heights adds 
fruitiness, and Xarel.lo from the plains gives body and structure. The delicious Clasico Blanco is a blend of the same varieties but in 
different proportions – there are lovely fresh, tropical flavours in this.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Cava Brut Reserve NV 75cl £13.53

W Clasico Blanco 2021 75cl £11.81

Spain - Catalonia
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Bodegas Eduardo Garrido Garcia 
Abalos
The Eduardo Garrido Winery is located in the village of Abalos of La Rioja Alta region of Northern Spain and enjoys more than 
five hundred years of viticulture history. Abalos rests at the base of the Sierra Cantabria mountains at 600 meters above sea level, in 
a highly unique geographic locale of the Rioja Alta.

The region is blessed by winds of the Cantabria Sea that create an ideal microclimate for their grapes. This climate, in conjunction 
with the calcium-rich clay soils that dominate the region, helps produce some the best winegrowing conditions in the entire Rioja 
region. Eduardo Garrido wines are consistently elegant, fruity and with a strong bouquet.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Viura 2022 75cl £11.51

R Ciranza 2019 75cl £13.86

R Reserva 2017 75cl £15.94

R Reserva Magnums 2017 150cl £47.11

R Gran Reserva 2016 75cl £21.20

Spain - La Rioja

Bodegas De La Marquesa 
Villabuena
This long established family Bodega lies in the village of Villabuena, drawing from vineyard plantings on the limestone ridges of the 
Alavesa region. It is based on the same principal as a good French Château which is to use fruit only from their own vineyards, set 
rigorous standards in the cellars and, following fermentation in stainless steel, age the wine in oak part of which is renewed each 
year. The wines have elegance and pungency combined with the soft spicy allure that only well made Tempranillo can offer. They 
are very good indeed.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Valserrano Gran Reserva Blanco 2017 75cl £29.03

W Valserrano Blanco 2021 75cl £11.71

R Valserrano Crianza 2018 75cl £11.97

R Valserrano Reserva 2017 75cl £16.08

R Valserrano Gran Reserva 2015 75cl £24.48
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Bodegas Miguel Merino 

In 1990 Miguel Merino began to realise his dream to create his own winery. Starting with a restored farmhouse, he built a small 
vinification plant and barrel-ageing cellar, and started to buy grapes grown on small plots near Briones to produce well-made, 
modern wines. Miguel is passionate, charismatic and a treasure trove of knowledge about Rioja and now owns and runs one of the 
smallest, youngest and most prestigeous wineries in Spain. Try the unique ‘Mazuelo de la Quinta Cruz’ one of the very few 100% 
Mazuelo (Carignan) made in Rioja.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Blanco 2022 75cl £27.45

R Vinas Jovenes 2020 75cl £16.35

R Vitola Reserva 2017 75cl £20.59

R Reserva 2016 150cl £24.61



Blai Ferre Just
Priorat
Blai Ferre represents Priorat’s new generation of winemakers. Growing up around vineyards in the area, he went to learn his trade 
at the top wineries of the region, including Alvaro Palacios. 

When he was only 22 years old, he discovered an old plot of Garnacha and decided to make his own wine. Hard work and 
perseverance paid off and today he takes pride in making wines that are full of concentration with elegance. Located near 
Gratallops village, in the southwest of Catalonia, this winery was the very first to be classified as a DOC Priorat.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Bio Priorat 2019 75cl £17.01

24

Bodegas Paniza
Bodegas Paniza is a 60 year old cooperative located in the Cariñena DOC, in the Iberian mountains of Aragon. Fabula is one of the 
six labels they produce. Each wine in the range is made from a single varietal, sourced from hilly slopes which provide exposure to 
the sun and cooler temperatures so the grapes can reveal their optimum expression.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Fabula de Paniza Garnacha Blanca 2022 75cl £7.23

R Fabula Carinena 2021 75cl £7.23

Spain - Carinena

Bodegas Ochoa
Olite
Situated in Olite, the wine capital of Navarra, Bodegas Ochoa is a family winery which strives to convey the spirit, passion 
and dedication of over 160 years of vineyard ownership in every bottle they produce. The Ochoa family has a long tradition of 
winemaking, indeed Javier and his daughter Adriana are both seen as pioneers for the Navarra region with several of their research 
projects resulting in improvements to the DO. 

With the utmost care in the vineyard and skilful winemaking, Bodegas Ochoa continues to set the standard for quality wines in the 
region with wines that rival some of the best in neighbouring Rioja.

Spain - Navarra

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Moscato De Ochoa 2021 75cl £14.91

W Uva Doble 2022 75cl £11.41

Ros Lagrima 2022 75cl £10.97

R Crianza 8A La Foto 1938 2020 75cl £11.72

R Mil Gracias Graciano 2017 75cl £13.07

R Reserva 2015 75cl £16.19

R Gran Reserva 2014 75cl £21.04

Spain - Priorat



Bodegas Aragonesas
This innovative and ambitious organisation lies in the Campo de Borja region just to the South of Rioja and Navarra. The idea is 
that they select the best of the wines from the local Cooperatives and then ‘finish them off ’ (blending, oak ageing, filtering and 
bottling) at Aragonesas before putting them onto the market for the benefit of us all. Garnacha (Grenache) is the predominant 
grape and the results being achieved by this imaginative process are truly impressive.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Vina Temprano Macabeo 2022 75cl £6.69

R Vina Temprano Old Vines Garnacha 2021 75cl £6.69

R Crucillon Garnacha Tempranillo 2021 75cl £6.69

Spain - Campo de Borja
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Quinta Do Avelino

Named in honour of the oenologist’s grandfather, Avelino, Quinta do Avelino was created. The family’s history of winemaking goes 
back more than a hundred years with the fourth generation now in charge. Their only wine is made from 100% Treixadura, a white 
grape variety found in the Ribeiro region, grown on nearly three hectares cultivated naturally and hand harvested. The grape must 
is drawn and fermented at very low temperatures to keep the aromatic concentration at its most pure and is then aged on the lees.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Quinta Do Avelino Treixdura 2021 75cl £13.87

Spain - Ribeiro

Bodegas Valduero

Founded in 1984, Valduero was one of the first ten wineries established in Ribera Del Duero and is family-run, owned and 
managed by sisters Yolanda and Carolina Garcia Viadero. Yolanda was the first woman to produce wine here and she remains an 
active member of the board of the appellation. Higher altitude vineyard sites were chosen for their quality potential in preference 
to those on the lower ground, with this focus on quality in the vineyard resulting in Valduero consistently producing some of the 
region’s best wines.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Finca Azaya (Castilla y Leon) 2017 75cl £21.79

R Una Cepa (Ribera del Duero) 2017 75cl £29.15

R Valduero 6 Anos 2014 75cl £54.13



Spain - Regional
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Bodegas Esteban Martin
Carinena
Bodegas Esteban Martin is a family-owned business founded in 2003 by Miguel Antonio Esteban and Asunción Martin. From the 
very start, the winery has always believed in caring for the environment and has pioneered the use of different sustainable practices 
for growing grapes. The winery is located at the foot of the Sierra de Algairén mountains – part of the Iberian System Mountain 
range – in the province of Zaragoza and owns some 400 hectares of vineyards.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W El Otro Blanco 2021 75cl £7.52

R El Otro Tinto 2021 75cl £7.52

Bodega Convento San Francisco

Bodega Convento San Francisco was founded in 1998 and stands on the remains of an ancient Franciscan Convent, dating back 
to 1265 in the village of Peñafiel in Valladolid. In this glorious setting they have renovated the old convent buildings and adapted 
them for the production of very special wines. 11 hectares certified in Organic Agriculture, in the municipality of Pesquera del 
Duero, divided into 3 plots with different soils and altitudes. 

There are another 2 hectares in Fuentenebro planted in 1920 and 1940, at 970 metres of altitude on sand and reddish clay soils with 
moorland stones and quartz. They control a further 25 hectares together with trusted winegrowers, where much of it is very old 
vineyards made up of small plots located on hillsides of clay, sand and limestone soils.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Convento Selection Especial 2018 75cl £26.04

R Convento La Zapatera 2018 75cl £50.25

Spain - Ribeiro



Portugal - Vinho Verde

Companhiada de Vinhos Invencivel 
Minho 
Rita Marques (a young dynamic Portugese winemaker) and Marc Kent (long term cellarmaster of Boekenhoutskloof in South 
Africa) founded Companhia de Vinhos Invencível in 2020. The two winemakers, who had previously collaborated in 2015, 2016 
and 2017 in South Africa and 2018 and 2019 in Portugal, embrace now a bigger commitment, acquiring an estate in Casais do 
Douro.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Natural Mystic Vinho Verde 2021 75cl £10.92

W Branco Douro #1 2021 75cl £11.64

W Branco Douro #2 2019 75cl £16.35

R Tinto Douro #1 2020 75cl £11.64

R Tinto Douro #2 2018 75cl £16.35

Portugal - Alentejo

Bojador 
Vidigueria
Bojador is the personal project of Pedro Ribeiro. Both Pedro and his wife Catarine Vieira were winemakers in other Portuguese 
regions, but decided to come to Vidigueira, in Alentejo, to produce wines that are true to the historical traditions of this land. 
Selection of the grapes, low-yields, careful pruning, and early harvest are some of the procedures they follow but, the main 
innovation happens in the winery. 

As a tribute to the region they ferment some of their wines in impermeable pots called Talha, where both wine and skin must 
remain in contact until November 11th (St. Martin’s day). The resulted wines are mineral, fresh, elegant and above all, authentic.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Branco 2020 75cl £9.68

W Branco Vinho Tahla (Amphora) 2021 75cl £17.99

R Tinto 2020 75cl £8.56

R Tinto Vinho Tahla (Amphora) 2021 75cl £17.99
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Dom Salvador 
Minho 

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Alvarinho 2022 75cl £11.79



Herdade Do Esporao
 
Heredade do Esporao wines are produced in the heart of the Alentejo region of Portugal where Herdade do Esporao has been at 
the forefront of wine making in Portugal for over 30 years. With Australian winemaker David Baverstock at the helm, the estate 
produces wine in a variety of styles with a definite new world influence, while still remaining Portuguese at heart. Some of the most 
impressive and exciting wines in the country are being produced in this 400 hectares vineyard about 180km south of Lisbon that 
also produces high quality olive oils and is one of the first dedicated enotourism sites in Portugal.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Monte Velho Branco 2021 75cl £8.20

R Monte Velho Tinto 2020 75cl £8.20

Portugal - Dao
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Somontes Casa Da Passarella
Larainhos
Casa da Passarella is a 150 year old winery founded by Amand d’Oliveira who made his fortune in Brazil before coming to the Dão 
region. After building a beautiful villa in Lagarinhos, he decided to surround it by an impressive 200 hectares of vines. In 2007, 
Ricardo Cabral took over the estate and his first priority was to rebuild the winery as well as focusing on growing indigenous grape 
varieties. 

He hired consultant winemaker Paulo Nunes who produces wines that stand out for their freshness, mineral character and 
longevity. Paulo was one of the first to recognise the advantages of the higher altitude vineyards situated in the Serra d’Estrela (700-
800m high compare to the other Passarella’s vineyards at 400-600m).

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Colheita Branco 2022 75cl £8.37

R Colheita Tinto 2020 75cl £8.37

Portugal - Douro
Quinta da Silveira

Situated in the Douro Valley and Lisboa wine regions respectively, Quinta da Silveira and Memoria share a common denominator 
in the form of winemaker Rodrigo Martins. Rodrigo’s winemaking style harks back to a bygone era, with grapes crushed by feet 
and fermented in traditional open top tanks (lagares) using only natural yeasts.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

F Colheita Branco 2019 75cl £12.73

F Reserva Branco 2013 75cl £17.17

F Colheita Tinto 2017 75cl £12.73

F Reserva Tinto 2015 75cl £17.17

F Reserve Ruby NV 75cl £15.61

F 10 Year Old Tawny NV 75cl £28.52

Portugal - Alentejo



South Africa - Elgin

Oak Valley
Oak Valley wines are produced within the highly acclaimed cool climate Elgin Region, statistically the coolest wine region in South 
Africa. A feature of the Oak Valley terrain is a sequence of rolling hills set in an undulating countryside. There are currently 4 
vineyard sites, 30 hectares is currently planted, mainly to Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. The oldest planting still in 
the ground dates back to 1992. 

The Oak Valley soils are developed from ancient Bokkeveld shale that underwent intensive weathering and are therefore acidic. The 
soils are predominantly comprised of reddish-brown, iron-rich gravelly material, underlaid by structured clay, with soft weathered 
porous shale still deeper down. This allows for moderate growth in the early season combined with some protection against heat 
and ground shocks during ripening. Quentin Gobregts succeeded Pieter Visser as the Oak Valley winemaker in 2014. 

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Fountain Of Youth Sauvignon Blanc 2020 75cl £9.28

W Beneath The Clouds Chardonnay 2019 75cl £10.88

W Stone & Steel Riesling 2020 75cl £9.28

W Groenlandberg Chardonnay 2020 75cl £19.58

W Tabula Rasa Chardonnay CY548 2017 75cl £44.60

W Tabula Rasa Chardonnay CY95 2017 75cl £44.60

R Sounds Of Silence Pinot Noir 2020 75cl £12.72

R Groenlandberg Pinot Noir 2019 75cl £18.40

R Tabula Rasa Pinot Noir PN114 2017 75cl £44.60

R Tabula Rasa Pinot Noir PN115 2017 75cl £44.60
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South Africa - Hemel-en-Aarde

Cap Maritime
Marc Kent is the owner, chief winemaker, and driving force behind Cap Maritime. Marc has always considered the Hemel-en-
Aarde Valley as one of the most exciting places to grow Chardonnay and Pinot Noir in South Africa, and with Cap Maritime, 
Boekenhoutskloof has created wines that capture the essence of their origin, while at the same time representing a style of wine to 
which the winery aspires. A maverick spirit, he is unafraid to experiment with the unconventional, but his principal commitment is 
to quality on every level and in every detail. Marc is also the owner of Boekenhoutskloof.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Chardonnay 2020 75cl £29.63

R Pinot Noir 2019 75cl £29.63

South Africa - Regional

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W William Robertson Chenin Blanc 2021 75cl £7.44

R William Robertson Cabernet Merlot Pinotage 2021 75cl £7.75



South Africa - Franschoek

Boekenhoutskloof
Boekenhoutskloof is one of the most celebrated of all South African Wineries and was voted Winery of the Year 2012 by the 
influential South African journalist John Platter. Created in 1776 and situated in a remote corner of the beautiful Franschhoek 
valley, the estate‘s recent fame dates only from 1993 when new owners completely restored the vineyard and established new 
plantings of varietals such as Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon, Grenache and Viognier.

The driving force here is winemaker Marc Kent, a maverick genius with an unswerving commitment to the highest quality in all 
that he does. The winery is better known for its reds, especially Syrah and Cabernet, but also makes a stunning white from the 
Semillon grape amongst a small range of whites.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Wolftrap White 2021 75cl £8.08

W Semilion 2019 75cl £33.25

Ros Wolftrap Rose 2021 75cl £8.08

R Wolftrap Red 2021 75cl £8.08

R The Chocolate Block 2021 37.5cl £11.51

R The Chocolate Block 2021 75cl £18.61

R The Chocolate Block 2021 150cl £40.04

R The Chocolate Block 2021 300cl £103.25

R Franschoek Syrah 2020 75cl £33.25

R Franschoek Cabernet Sauvignon 2020 75cl £32.75

R Stellenbosch Cabernet Sauvignon 2020 75cl £32.75

R Porseleinberg 2020 75cl £44.31

D Noble Late Harvest Semillon 2019 37.5cl £17.39
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South Africa - Western Cape

Rikus Neethling

The word ‘Bizoe’ is derived from the French word ‘Bisous’, meaning little kiss, and is the creation of vintner Rikus Neethling. ‘Less 
is more’ is at the forefront of his vinification and viticulture philosophy allowing the production of high quality wines from the best 
selected grapes. 

The location in the Western Cape with blue skies and majestic mountain backdrops provides the perfect setting for Rikus to 
combine both his passion and knowledge for wine and South Africa. As a result, his handcrafted wines are a true reflection of the 
terroirs as well as the individual.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W RNW Sauvignon Blanc 2022 75cl £8.61

W Bizoe Henrietta Semillon Sauvignon 2019 75cl £16.85

R RNW Cape Red Blend 2020 75cl £9.32

R Bizoe Genant GSM 2020 75cl £17.64

D Bizoe ‘Tiny’ Late Harvest Noble Semillon 2020 37.5cl £12.17



South Africa - Darling

Groote Post
When Peter and Nick Pentz set out to establish their vineyards, they identified 1000 hectares as potential sites for quality vineyards. 
However, they eventually settled on the best 140 hectares available and have 107 hectares planted to date. Vineyard plantings are 
all on the south-facing upper slopes of the Kapokberg in the Darling Hills overlooking the icy Atlantic Ocean. Altitudes of the 
vineyards vary from 200m to 450m above sea level. 

Soils are deep with good water retention qualities. No irrigation is used and annual rainfall averages 480mm per annum. 
Viticultural consultant Johan Pienaar has overseen the vineyard developments.When the initial plantings were ready for harvesting, 
they were sold to nearby Darling Cellars, whose cellarmaster, Abé Beukes, always vinified their grapes separately, until the blending 
stage. The wine exceeded Peter and Nick’s expectations and the decision was made to fast-track the construction of a cellar in time 
for the 1999 harvest. The 300-ton capacity cellar was built in a restored historic fort (guarding post) on the Klawer Valley farm. 
Their aim is clear – to maximise the potential of their outstanding terroir and produce wines of the highest quality.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Brut MCC NV 75cl £14.25

S Brut MCC Rose NV 75cl £14.01

W Chenin Blanc 2022 75cl £9.31

W Old Mans Blend White 2021 75cl £9.47

W Sauvignon Blanc 2022 75cl £9.99

W Riesling 2020 75cl £10.72

W Seasalter Sauvignon Blanc/Semillion 2022 75cl £12.76

R Old Mans Blend Red 2021 75cl £9.68

R Merlot 2020 75cl £11.76

R Shiraz 2020 75cl £12.53
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South Africa - Stellenbosch

Reyneke

Reyneke is an old Stellenbosch property which was established in 1863 but did not bottle its own wine until 1998. Until recently 
it was wholly owned by the Reyneke family, and current generation and pin-up surfer Johan Reyneke continues to farm the 
vineyards. 

WIETA accredited, and makes all its own compost and biodynamic preparations on site. A wide range of grape varieties are 
planted, including mourvèdre, pinotage, shiraz, cabernet sauvignon and cabernet franc, with chenin blanc and sauvignon blanc for 
the whites.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Organic White Sauvignon/Semillon 2020 75cl £11.68

W Chenin Blanc 2021 75cl £17.49

W Reserve White Sauvignon 2020 75cl £22.53

R Organic Red Syrah/Cabernet 2020 75cl £11.68

R Syrah 2020 75cl £17.49



Argentina - Mendoza

Mauricio Lorca
Lujan d Cuyo
At the age of 21 Mauricio Lorca was all set to begin studying medicine and become a doctor. Around this time, however, a 
representative from the Mendoza School of Enology came to give a presentation to Mauricio and his fellow students. From that 
moment onwards, much to the bemusement of his family, Mauricio decided to dedicate his life to making wine. 

His career began at the world famous Catena Zapata winery; two years later he joined Michel Torino in Salta in the far north of 
the country. Later, aged just 24, he returned to Mendoza as Head Winemaker at Luigi Bosca. Four years later he took a similar 
post at the giant Finca la Celia winery. In 2002 he established his own winery in Perdriel in Lujan d Cuyo, 25km from the centre of 
Mendoza, Bodega y Viñedos Mauricio Lorca, where he produces a wide range of wines.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Recoleta Pedro Blanco 2022 75cl £9.12

Ros Recoleta Rose 2022 75cl £9.12

R Recoleta Malbec 2022 75cl £9.12

R Recoleta Malbec 2018 150cl £18.24

R Recoleta Criolla Grande 2021 75cl £9.12

Ver Sacrum
Los Chacayes
Eduardo Soler and two friends started Ver Sacrum in 2012 with the concept of growing and vinifying Rhone varietals.  Their 
winemaking ethos focuses on fresh, low alcohol, lighter skin contact, native yeast, honest, and easy drinking wines.  All grapes are 
hand harvested and most are foot crushed  with minimal intervention in the vineyards and winery and no corrections, filtration, or 
pump overs.  

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Geisha Dragon 2021 75cl £15.05

R GSM 2021 75cl £15.05

R La Dama Nebbiolo 2019 75cl £23.47

R Glorias Garnacha 2019 75cl £23.47

R Dona Mencia De Los Andes 2019 75cl £23.47
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La Cayetana
Valles Calchaquies
Finca La Cayetana is situated in Mendoza at an altitude of 1100m. This location has hot days and cold nights allowing the grapes to 
ripen slowly and retains freshness.

The grapes are hand harvested and fermentation happens naturally over a four week period. The wines is then aged in 225 litre 
French oak barriques for a period of 12 months. After a further 8 months in bottle the wine is released for sale. 

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Criolla Blanca 2021 75cl £15.85

R Malbec 2020 75cl £15.85

R Syrah 2019 75cl £20.81



Argentina - Mendoza
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Zuccardi
Alberto Zuccardi was the first man to plant vines in Maipú, Mendoza. Today, his grandson Sebastián Zuccardi continues this 
entrepreneurial spirit alongside his son.

The focus here is firmly on expressing the identity and personality of the multiple high-quality plots they have at their disposal. 
Their single-varietal estate wines are brilliant examples of this: primarily made from Malbec and Cabernet Sauvignon.
As the third generation of this winemaking family, Sebastián’s goal is to better understand the region Zuccardi calls home. Since 
2008, the winery has embarked on a research and development phase to study Zuccardi’s unique terroir. In Sebastián’s own words, 
the goal is “not to look for perfect wines, but rather those that express the place, the region.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Los Olivos Chardonnay 2022 75cl £9.92

R Los Olivos Malbec 2021 75cl £9.92

Las Estelas

The story begins in the early 1940s when Estela’s grandfather, Dr. Hector Perinetti, son of an immigrant from Piedmont, purchased 
a piece of land in Tupungato and planted Semillon. (At that time this area was considered too cold for red grapes!) When aged just 
two years old his eldest son, Hector Junior, named the vineyard – Finca Mangato.

As these vines became old and increasingly non-viable in the 1990s, Estela and her mother – Estela Armando, also a winemaker! – 
decided to grub up the Semillon to plant red varietals such as Malbec, the Cabernets Sauvignon and Franc, and Merlot and Syrah, 
and these vines form the basis of Las Estelas. Today the goal is “not to look for perfect wines, but rather those that express the place. 
Estela spent more than two decades heading up some of Catena’s most high-profile winery projects and she has been very much in 
demand as one of Mendoza’s leading consultants since. Las Estelas is her baby!

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Cabernet Cabernet 2021 75cl £11.11

R Cabernet Franc 2020 75cl £14.59

Argentina - Patagonia

Aniello

With vines grown near the little town of Mainqué in the Upper Río Negro Valley, (Patagonia’s finest enclave for wine) Aniello is a 
relatively small venture encompassing old pre-phylloxera Malbec vines and a winery originally established in 1927. (In fact, the first 
ever vine plantings in Argentina were planted in Patagonia.)

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R 006 Malbec 2021 75cl £12.72

R 006 Pinot Noir 2020 75cl £12.72

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Las Pampas Malbec/Shiraz 2022 75cl £8.60

Argentina - Regional



Chile - Aconcagua Valley

Vina Von Siebenthal

The story and history of Vina von Siebenthal remain closely associated with that of Mauro von Siebenthal. Mauro was a lawyer by 
profession in Switzerland. At the age of forty, he decided to leave his job and pursue his love for winemaking. Vina von Siebenthal 
released its first vintage in 2002. In current times, Mauro and Matteo von Siebenthal, his son, own and work with 32 hectares of 
land. They expanded the plot with immense efforts and hard work by implementing organic agricultural practices and techniques. 

Today, Vina von Siebenthal is one of the most notable and prestigious wineries in its region. Vina von Siebenthal works with a 
philosophy that resembles that of the chateaux at Bordeaux. They aim to blend the aspects and processes of the cellar, wine estate, 
and vineyards to create a beneficial system. The winery aspires to facilitate and enhance all the elements that can aid in creating 
world-class wines. 

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Riomistico Viognier 2017 75cl £25.37

R Parcela #7 2019 75cl £16.60

R Carmenere 2019 75cl £15.99

R Carabantes 2021 75cl £21.16
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Caliterra

Caliterra was established in 1996 as a partnership between the Robert G. Mondavi family and Viña Errázuriz, who sought to realize 
their shared dream of producing high quality wines that reflect the potential of the Chilean nature, terroir and fruit. Caliterra 
Wines are the modern and elegant result that reflect the particular characteristics of the terroir. Chile has a privileged geography for 
the growing of vines, and no region has been distinguished as a producer of world-class wines as the Colchagua Valley, especially 
for its high quality red wines.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Chardonnay Reserve 2021 75cl £9.05

R Merlot Reserve 2021 75cl £9.05

La Ronciere

Viña La Ronciere was founded in 1949, but only much later in 2017 did they start their venture at Idahue Estate. This project 
pioneered grape growing in cooler Licanten, a coastal sub-region of Curico Valley. This sub-region has been recognised as a new 
geographical denomination (D.O.) in Chile. So far, La Ronciere owns the only vineyards established there.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Cantoalba Cabernet Sauvignon 2021 75cl £8.69

R Cantoalba Pinot Noir 2021 75cl £8.69

R Mayta Cabernet Sauvignon 2021 75cl £9.92

R Mousai Shiraz 2021 75cl £9.92

R Quiron Cabernet Sauvignon 2021 75cl £20.51

R Solares 2021 75cl £29.68

Chile - Curico Valley



Uruguay - Canelones

Vina Progresso

Gabriel Pisano was born into one of Uruguay’s most famous wine families and his fate was happily sealed upon graduation from 
the Vine & Wine School in El Colorado. But Gabriel was not content to simply follow in the family tradition; he wanted to travel 
and make wine elsewhere in order to put his family’s wines into context and to push the boundaries of what could be achieved in 
Uruguay.

His experience includes winemaking stints with Danie de Wet and Beyers Truter in South Africa, David Ramey in California, 
Michel Rolland in Chile and, excitingly, at the magnificent Mas Doix in Spain’s Priorat region

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

R Revolution Tannat 2020 75cl £12.71

R Overground Cabernet Franc 2020 75cl £15.91
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Australia - Adelaide Hills

Sidewood Estate
Sidewood Estate is a privately owned vineyard, nestled in the Adelaide Hills, the heart of Australian cool climate wine. Owen 
and Cassandra Inglis purchased the estate in 2004 with a desire to create stylish and elegant wines, focussed on quality and 
underpinned by impeccable winemaking. 

All of the grapes are carefully handpicked from selected rows across the 300 acre estate before being handed over to internationally 
acclaimed winemaker, Darryl Catlin

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

S Isabella Sparkling Rose 2015 75cl £18.03

W Chardonnay 2021 75cl £11.88

W Mappinga Chardonnay 2018 75cl £11.35

W Mappinga Fume Blanc 2020 75cl £15.13

R Shiraz 2019 75cl £12.21

R Pinot Noir Abel Clone 2019 75cl £18.87

R Mappinga Shiraz 2016 75cl £26.77



New Zealand - Marlborough 

Auntsfield
Auntsfield’s premium single vineyard wines from New Zealand’s famed Marlborough district are some of the finest and best priced 
cool-climate southern hemisphere renditions of Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Noir. Auntsfield actually dates back to 
1873 (positively ancient in New Zealand wine terms), when Muscat was the grape of choice for the visionary David Herd who 
made wines for 50 years until it reverted to being a sheep station. 

The Cowley family (originally from Dundee) bought it in the early 1990s, when there were no grapes to be found, and it wasn’t 
until they researched the history that they realised they had acquired Marlborough’s very first vineyard; a commercial winery 
100 years before any others. It’s a great story, but only because the wines live up to the grand historical significance.The Cowley’s 
planted distinct blocks with Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay and Pinot Noir, ensuring that each varietal was particularly suited to its 
designated block. 

They now have 40 hectares on north-facing Greywacke rock slopes overlaid with fine clay soil. Making good wine requires good 
foundations and, in this case, a terroir that imparts a fine minerality with wonderful texture and definition. Auntsfield’s Sauvignon 
is a classic high-end Kiwi style, with gooseberry, fresh-cut grass and lush passion fruit flavours. The estate’s Pinot Noir is complex 
and concentrated, while their Chardonnay boasts citrus and tropical fruits and refined minerality.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Single Vineyard Sauvignon Blanc 2022 75cl £12.83

W Single Vineyard Chardonnay 2019 75cl £16.09

W South Oaks Sauvignon Blanc 2019 75cl £20.47

W Cob Cottage Chardonnay 2018 75cl £21.87

R Single Vineyard Pinot Noir 2020 75cl £18.79

R Hawkshill Pinot Noir 2020 75cl £24.87

R Heritage Pinot Noir 2020 75cl £32.68
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New Zealand - Canterbury

Pegasus Bay
Pegasus Bay is Canterbury’s top winery and can challenge – even match – the very best from elsewhere. In 1985, Ivan Donaldson 
established what is now Pegasus Bay’s home vineyard with wife, Christine and their four sons in the Waipara Valley, initially 
converting the home’s garage into a winery.

The story to be told here is one of Riesling and Pinot Noir – their two flagship varieties. The Sauvignon Blanc is also something to 
write home about, made in the more traditional French style, with Semillon blended in. Pegasus Bay has been rated as one of New 
Zealand’s top five producers by influential US critic Robert Parker and named Canterbury’s top fine wine producer by well-known 
NZ wine writer, Michael Cooper.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Riesling 2019 75cl £18.52

W Bel Canto Riesling 2020 75cl £19.61

W Riesling Aged Release 2012 75cl £20.97

R Pinot Noir 2020 75cl £28.49

R Prima Donna Pinot Noir 2017 75cl £47.48
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New Zealand - Central Otago

Te Kano
‘Te Kano’, the Maori word for seed, is owned by the Lloyd family who are committed to rejuvenating the land through sustainable 
practices. Acquired in 2015 and standing up to 320m above sea level, the estate has a variety of terrain and soils which produces 
their unique and expressive wines. 

Te Kano has three different vineyards of Northburn, Jerome and Eliza, the latter two named after beloved family members.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Blanc De Noir - Life Series 2021 75cl £15.76

W Kin Chardonnay 2020 75cl £15.89

W Chardonnay - Life Series 2020 75cl £19.53

Ros Rose - Life Series 2021 75cl £16.16

R Kin Pinot Noir 2019 75cl £19.15

R Pinot Noir - Life Series 2018 75cl £25.81

New Zealand - Waipara
Mount Brown
Lying in the foothills of Mount Brown in Waipara Valley this abandoned wine estate was only rediscovered 16 years ago and 
it is something of a success story. Waipara has a greater variation in temperature between night and day than more northerly 
Marlborough, yields are much lower, and this valley is fast establishing a reputation for quality. 

Aromatics such as Pinot Gris, and also Pinot Noir, are perfectly suited to Mount Brown’s small sheltered stony site and winemaking 
here is of a very high order.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Pinot Gris 2020 75cl £10.37

W Sauvignon Blanc 2022 75cl £10.37

W Catherine’s Block Sauvignon Blanc 2021 75cl £13.48

R Pinot Noir 2020 75cl £13.87

R Catherine’s Block Pinot Noir 2019 75cl £14.73



USA - Mendocino

Masút
Masút Vineyard & Winery was founded by brothers Ben and Jake Fetzer with a focus on producing estate Pinot Noir. They are the 
grandsons of Barney Fetzer who, together with his family built Fetzer Vineyards. In the early 1990’s their father, Robert Fetzer, was 
eager to begin a new chapter, and he purchased a 1200 acre property and named it Masút, a Native American word meaning “dark, 
rich earth”. 

They began to plant Pinot Noir in this new mountainous area, eventually establishing their own appellation Eagle Peak, Mendocino 
County in which they are the sole winery. The vineyard is 35 acres of Pinot Noir straddling the western mountains at the 
headwaters of the Russian River. Each year the goal is to produce one wine of the highest quality and expression of Pinot Noir from 
the site.

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Chardonnay 2020 75cl £27.23

R Pinot Noir 2019 75cl £27.23

USA - Oregon

Phelps Creek
Phelps Creek Vineyards, a limited production, boutique winery located in Hood River, Oregon (Columbia Gorge AVA) embraces 
certified sustainable agricultural practices while crafting Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Riesling and Gewürztraminer.

Like his father, founder Robert (Bob) Morus flew in the US Air Force and eventually became an airline pilot. In 1989, Bob searched 
for a place to move west and raise his family with the ambitious dream of planting a small vineyard. Seeking perfect land near 
his flying base of Portland, Robert envisioned juggling a flying schedule and working in the vineyards—life in balance. Afraid of 
Oregon’s reputed dampness, the Morus’ explored east of Portland,  in the scenically stunning Columbia River Gorge. At that time, 
four wineries spread throughout the area, joined by several other independent vineyards. The county of Hood River impressed the 
couple the most. There they located a 30 ha site, perfect for grapevines on steep south and east slopes, holding volcanic soil and a 
magnificent view of Mt. Hood.

In 2007 Phelps Creek initiated a relationship with Alexandrine Roy, a fourth generation winemaker from Gevrey-Chambertin. 
Alexandrine contributes her Burgundian techniques to the grapes of Phelps Creek. 

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

W Underwood Mountain Vineyard Riesling 2021 75cl £21.73

W Chardonnay 2019 75cl £26.44

R Pinot Noir 2019 75cl £26.44

R Cuvee Alexandrine Pinot Noir 2018 75cl £45.11
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Scotland - Regional Spirits

Type Wine Vintage Bottle Size £

SP Pentland Still - Kings Hill Gin NV 70cl £27.36

SP Pentland Still - Rhubarb & Raspberry Gin NV 70cl £27.21

SP Pentland Still -  Rhubarb & Amaretto Gin Liqueur NV 50cl £15.36

SP Highland Liquor Co - Seven Crofts Gin NV 70cl £27.50

SP Highland Liquor Co - Seven Crofts Gin Fishermans Strength NV 70cl £31.88

SP Biggar Gin - Biggar Gin NV 70cl £26.00

SP Biggar Gin - Biggar Gin Navy Strength NV 70cl £30.00

SP Biggar Gin - Herbacious NV 70cl £26.00

SP Biggar Gin - Plum NV 70cl £26.00

SP Biggar Gin - Asian Spiced Rum NV 70cl £26.00

SP Crafty Distillery - Hills & Harbour Gin NV 70cl £26.01

SP Crafty Distillery - Burnt Orange & Smoked Pineapple Gin NV 70cl £26.01

SP Crafty Distillery - 24 Seven Vodka NV 70cl £22.26

SP Dark Arts Distillery - Sky Garden Gin NV 70cl £28.13

SP Port Of Leith Distillery - Lind & Lime Gin NV 70cl £28.61

F Tait Brothers - Valentian Vermouth NV 75cl £21.50
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